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This Defines FEDCO
‘Doing the right thing takes one forward’ is
the adage FEDCO goes by. Now in its 7th year
of operations FEDCO has emerged as India’s
favorite power distribution company catering
to the needs of and providing electricity to the
rural populace of the country – always
endeavoring to make available its services in
those geographic reaches where others are
reluctant to tread. FEDCO currently caters to
the needs of approximately 1.6 million
consumers.

FEDCO is committed to empowerment of the
people of Meghalaya through the provision of
electricity as also generating local
employment opportunities.

FEEDBACK
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY LTD.
(FEDCO)
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Our Core: Rural & Semi-Urban Geographies
The opening up and the privatisation of the Indian energy distribution sector is beset with frailties. While
privatisation in urban setup saw some light of the day, rural geographies were mostly a strict no-go
constructs for organizations venturing in the field. The obvious logic was the thin spread of low yield
consumers spread over vast landmasses. However, when an opportunity arose way back in 2012 in the
state of Odisha, FEDCO decided to pick up the gauntlet and become a Distribution Franchisee for CESU
the state-owned utility. One has to keep in mind that FEDCO’s core DNA is the belief that doing the right
thing will surely yield business results too. The right calling that time was making quality electricity available
to the people who lived on the fringes of India’s mostly urban economic activity namely the rural areas. The
challenge was to make this work for all interested parties i.e. investors, consumers, the utility and of course
the employees of FEDCO. In the next approximately seven years FEDCO was to prove all skeptics wrong by
going right ahead and booking continual profits for not just itself but CESU too.

Encouraged by the success of its predominantly rural based model, FEDCO was to take up two more not
just rural but highly difficult, mostly mountainous, terrains of Meghalaya and Tripura as Distribution
Franchisee. FEDCO believes that availability of electricity changes lives and uplifts people and this is what
keeps the company going and growing - along with the people it serves.

FEEDBACK
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY
(FEDCO)
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FEEDBACK ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
(FEDCO)

Our Values We Hold Dear
What is it that one value which, in the final
analysis, makes an organization what it is and
gives it longevity. For FEDCO this value is being
the vehicle of the uplift of everyone. FEDCO
believes that in doing this FEDCO automatically
prospers. To this effect, FEDCO has a strong
commitment towards generating meaningful local
employment and income generating opportunities
along with the key business of making quality
electricity available to each individual. FEDCO
supplements its core business activities by being
acutely aware of its corporate social
responsibilities. FEDCO Seva, our social arm,
always becomes a precursor to where ever
FEDCO goes.

In Meghalaya FEDCO is committed to living not
just up to its aim but endeavors to surpass the
expectations of the people of Meghalaya.
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Meghalaya
for us

Our promise to the people of Meghalaya has been to
make a difference in their lives by providing quality
electricity and contributing to the prosperity of the state
and all its citizens.
Based out of our Regional Office in Meghalaya's
beautiful capital Shillong, we have been managing and
catering to the needs of all our consumers spread
across our three divisional and fifteen section &
consumer interaction offices. We have completed one
year of functioning in Meghalaya. This report attempts
to show our hits and misses thus far.
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FEDCO took all of four months, June-September of
2019, for the transitioning of operations from
MePDCL to FEDCO. The ease of this changeover
showed the seriousness of both the parties towards
the concept of having a Distribution Franchisee in
the state. Since FEDCO was to hit the road running,
FEDCO had to ensure that not only were the earlier
level of services to the maintained, but these had to
be bettered manyfold to do justice to FEDCO’s
presence in the state.

FEDCO’s effect in the electricity distribution
businesses is transformative - gentle but sure,
without the proverbial disruptions historically
inherent in public to private business partnerships.
FEDCO has come to Meghalaya with extensive
experience in handling such transition in the past.

To affect this transition FEDCO has adopted a four
fold strategy viz. "Serving Consumers by a
professional and committed Workforce through a
Process oriented service delivery system backed
with Technology while ensuring reliability of power
through proactive network enhancement and
Maintenance."

CONSUMER

PEOPLE

PROCESS

TECHNOLOGY

O&M ACTIVITIES

Services, Community engagement, Customer care

Recruitments, Trainings, Employee Engagement

Business centre, process oriented

Information and control on Business

Loss reduction, maintenance activities, safety measures
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INTEGRATED
APPROACH

Consumer Centricity

In India the electricity Consumer's experience with
distribution utilities has not been very satisfactory. Due to
their monopolistic statuses, Utilities tend to become arrogant
and loose customer focus. FEDCO comprehends this
unfortunate situation well and understands that unless the
Consumer is truly treated as king, long-term prosperity is
difficult to maintain. Short term myopic perspective is a
detrimental factor in a utility's profitable sustenance.

FEDCO's raison d’être in Meghalaya is that we are here in to
make life easy for the consumer and that the consumer must
be made to feel welcomed by us. This is what guides us and
all of us have pledged to make the consumer experience
truly world class for the people of this state. It is ingrained in
all FEDCO staff that we are here for the consumer and not
the other way around.

Empathy and courtesy are the hallmarks of our approach to
dealing with our consumers. Our strict internal Service Level
Agreements (SLA) ensure our consumers get serviced readily
and promptly with efficiency.
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weReach: Our Door-step Service

The consumer of today is knowledgable and
demanding - and rightly so. We at FEDCO
understand that in the present world our
consumer’s time is of essence and must not be
wasted on availing of services which FEDCO
can readily make available at the consumer’s
door steps. Right from the start of operations in
Meghalaya, FEDCO has made sure that all
consumer centric service such as billing,
collection, new service connection, fault
resolution to name a few, will be made available
at the consumer's home. We have stood true to
this commitment and in our first year itself we
have fulfilled this promise.

We continue with this pledge to the people of
Meghalaya that these at-the-door services will
keep seeing innovative enhancements in the
future to come.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Consumer Centricity
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INTEGRATED APPROACH
Consumer Centricity
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Empower The People of Meghalaya

It is our endeavor at FEDCO to empower our
esteemed consumers. We believe that informed
people are not just aware of their rights but also of
their obligations. Community empowerment is a
unique way of addressing consumer needs and
lending an ear to consumer complaints at a
grassroots level achieves this.

Our community programs such as educating
consumers on electricity norms, regulations,
electricity bills and other rights and privileges of the
consumer are fast becoming very popular. FEDCO
staff not only engage with public directly but also
with leaders and elders of the community.

Organizing collection camps are one such example
of trying to make it easy for consumers from a local
community to have their grievances heard and
addressed as also be able to pay their dues on the
spot.



LONG PENDING : 2%

SATISFIED : 23%

BRIBERY : 7%

FULLY SATISFIED : 67%

CONSUMER'S FEEDBACK

CUSTOMER CARE

7894 300 300
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AnyTime Customer Care Center
FEDCO boasts of running a dedicated and always available service line to consumers through a Customer
Care Center which runts on a 24X7 basis. It is important that the customer be heard - in his or her own
language. FEDCO’s unique Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS) based system welcomes and
interacts with Meghalaya consumers in four local language mediums - Khasi, Garo, Hindi and English. Our
experts sitting at the phone are eager to hear our consumers out and provide solutions. Consumers call in
uninhibited and are sure that not only will they be heard but solutions will be provided by FEDCO staff who
are forever eager to help and assist. Customer care executives are trained to handle issues such as
outages, line faults, DT failures, power cuts and billing related issues. Further requests can be made for
services such as new and temporary connections, load enhancement, category change etc., without the
Consumer having to travel treacherous hilly terrain to reach nearest electricity offices. The consumer does
this all from the comfort of the home with surety that the person at the other end will get wheels moving so
that the consumer does not have to move.

Our call center staff proactively call consumers to solicit feedback on the level of services provided by us.
This enables consumers to provide suggestions for the improvement of our services. Our call center
enables us to reduce communication gaps with the consumer. The consumer knows he will be heard no
matter what.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Consumer Centricity



INTEGRATED APPROACH
People
Lay of The Land
The territorial layout of Meghalaya, while scenic and
beautiful, is a difficult terrain for any Utility in the field
of providing essential services. The terrain is not just
mountainous but spread out and an electricity
network is difficult to not just lay but maintain too.
The treacherous lay of the land is coupled with vast
distances one has to cover in order to reach towns,
villages and habitats - not to mention the time
needed to service consumers. Despite these
constrain it is imperative that our consumers get the
best kind of service possible. We started with
organizing our service areas into subdivision and
smaller manageable sections, all controlled centrally
through our regional office at Shillong. We are sure
we will be able to serve our widespread Consumer
base satisfactorily through our three subdivision and
fifteen section offices.

15

3

0

1 Regional Office
Shillong

Subdivision
Offices

Section Offices
Fuse call
Centers

Collection
Counters

24*7
Customer Care

TOUCHPOINTS19
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Ensuring Local Participation
When FEDCO took over the Distribution Franchisee area, it immediately dawned on us that our operations
would require an immediate infusion of manpower to provide the level of service we had envisaged for
Meghalaya. Immediate steps were taken to ramp up the team from the then level of 100 employees to 250
spread across Meghalaya. Prior to starting our recruitment drive, we were sure of one thing that we had to
generate local employment opportunities for the people of Meghalaya. We believe that local people are best
suited to handle local issues in the best way possible.

FEDCO is an equal opportunity employer and the gender mix of our workforce has to reflect in our hiring
practices. Because of the field based operations, it is a bit difficult to attract female employees. However
we are looking at turning this tide. We endeavor to have at least 30% females in our workforce within a year
- up from the current 10%. For FEDCO it is not just about hiring but skilling the workforce too up to a high
professional level. Our hiring, onboarding and constant training ensures a high level of employment
satisfaction with their job and roles.

After indexing our consumer base, it has been found that the consumer employee ratio is 306:1. This ratio is
standard considering the region and its terrain which at the best of times is difficult in terms of transport,
reach and communication.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
People

No. of Employees - 1
G-1

No. of Employees - 0G-2
No. of Employees - 1G-3

No. of Employees - 6G-4

No. of Employees - 37
G-5

No. of Employees - 196
G-6

No. of Employees - 241
Total

FEMALE : 10%

GENDER
DIVERSITY

MALE : 90%

MANPOWER
ALLOCATION

PYRAMID
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Upskilling Our Workforce to Serve Better
As we said earlier FEDCO exists to provide best in class services to its consumers, and this is possible only
if FEDCO recruits and maintains the best workforce there is in the electricity distribution business. It should
also be mentioned that a skilled employee is an employee who finds satisfaction with his job. FEDCO has
an in-house training school which ensures relevant skills are mapped to relevant persons and that
appropriate persons are mapped to relevant job deliverable.

FEDCO takes its training and capacity building programs to heart, and earnestly conducts trainings and
workshops for enhancing employee knowledge. Here is a feel of the various training sessions already
conducted in our first year of Meghalaya operations. Please note these are in additional to the continuous
on-job experience and skill enhancement under knowledgeable mentors and line-managers.
• System, processes and quality management trainings form the basis of our work. Numerous training
sessions coupled with audit based trainings have been conducted to ensure our employees understand
the importance of quality for our consumers,.

• Various skilling and training sessions have been conducted in Meghalaya since June 2019.
• Cash collection agents and Management trainees are provided job specified training during time of
joining.

• Emphasis on customer relationship management and self development of employees is done through our
online test programmes.

• Theme based trainings allow employees to enhance their skills on diverse operational issues. Sixteen
such sessions were conducted in our first year of operations.

• Networks Maintenance training ensure that our employees understand how to have the network
operational all the time. These trainings are both theoretical and practical in the field.

• Additional Domain Specific Training ensure new hires grasp technical know-how well so that day-to-day
tasks are carried our efficiently and effectively.

• Remote web-based training classes and upskilling have gone ahead even during the times of the
nationwide lockdown due to Covid-19. Upgrading our employees never ever stops.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
People
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Just work Or Just life!!
Wise men say, “Don't confuse having a career
with having a life”.

At FEDCO we take work life balance very
seriously. It is our firm belief that only those
employees serve consumers well, who are
themselves satisfied with their job and life. A
disgruntled employee is a strict no-no at
FEDCO. Employee engagement is a very
important and serious part of life in the
organization. Employees are engaged at
various levels: social, family, group, individual,
religious functions, play & games, outings to
name. Calendars are drawn out at the start of
the year that define activities which an
employee can partake in apart from routine
work. Sports at FEDCO are very engaging and
the most participatory of all events. Cross
country events ensure employees travel to
various parts of India for these events. Our last
such event, The Annual Cricketing Cup in
Calcutta, saw successful participation by our
Meghalaya team. Work satisfaction of our
employees ensures better service to our
consumers.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
People
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INTEGRATED APPROACH
Processes
Systems Define and Drive Us
FEDCO, at the very inception of its operations in Meghalaya, determined the documentation
of and adherence to business processes amongst the key pillars on which the edifice of the
business would rest. Distribution Franchisee and its management today is a complex
business. No activity functions in isolation and because of this it is important that no weak
link affects other activities adversely within the business environment. In FEDCO’s
Meghalaya operations, an initial Business Process Engineering exercise ensured that the
minutest of activities were identified and robust processes written so that the entire
organization was on the same page and worked towards common service and quality goals.

Extensive training and hand holding ensures that transition of personnel is smooth without
affecting FEDCO’s operational efficiencies. Processes are monitored through objective
periodic audits wherein each employee and his activity is audited every quarter. Audit
scores give inputs to the functioning of the Quality Management System. The system is
audited for over 600 performance parameters every quarter.

FEDCO’s Meghalaya process comply to the regulatory environment specific to the state and
the utility. Our sturdily built, vigorously implemented and rigorously audited system ensures
that we become a system driven company rather than person dependent. Our processes
provide transparency, efficiency, effectivity and efficaciousness to our service to our
consumers.
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Transforming Person Driven to Process Oriented
It is every organizations' dream to run on auto steam through processes rather than be depended on
people. Getting a system in place is transformational and ensure business continuity. Getting everyone on
the same page and running a business on well-defined processes is an arduous and painful task. In
Meghalaya we have achieved this by constant training and ensuring each employee understands the
importance of this. Processes are translated to technological solutions for ease of use. This mix of
processes and technology has helped up quickly achieve positive results in Meghalaya in a very short time
span of just one year.

• DLEssential: Enterprise-wide resource planning
• DC925: Realtime attendance monitoring
• DLEnhance: Spot biling and collections management
• DLOnboard: New service connections management
• DLConnect: Customer Care

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Processes
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INTEGRATED APPROACH
Technology the Liberator

DL Series: Our Proprietary Software Tools
In today’s day an age technology has become the greatest of emancipators. Manual document based
organizations tend to be tedious, are difficult to manage and become boring. Technology for FEDCO is
again amongst one of the key pillars on which the organization rests. Technology helps FEDCO bring out
efficiencies across its various activities. Most technological innovations at FEDCO are home grown under
the organization’s R&D initiative. Our Meghalaya operations too tend to use technology extensively to bring
about business transformation through optimized uses of resources. Our efforts are to convert all our
processes into digital initiatives for their smooth running and reportage.

DLEssential: Customized Utility ERP System
FEDCO’s differentiator in its operations in Meghalaya is a highly customized Enterprise-wide Resource
Planning tool which addresses regulatory and tariff conditions particular to the state. DLEssential is the
suite of solutions which has been developed in-house by FEDCO over years of man-hours put in research,
development, on-field testing, deployment, maintenance and enhancement. The software benefits from the
domain experience of a plethora of electricity distribution experts and professionals employed at FEDCO.

The software working on a cloud based data management system offers a robust and progressive billing,
collection, bill-revision solution to the state of Meghalaya. This brings about transparency in the entire billing
and collection cycle - greatly enhancing customer experience and confidence in the system. Capturing and
analyzing of information is instantaneous with data becoming readily available to decision makers.

For the customers too information about their unique billing accounts becomes accessible at the click of a
button. Real-time tracking of field staff enabled through a GPS tracker makes sure top class and timely
services are provided to our Consumers.

The tool goes a great length in helping manage productivity through an Artificial Engine (AI) driven reporting
system. The system flags inconsistencies and trouble areas which are addressed almost immediately.
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DLEnhance: GPS Enabled Spot Billing and Collections
On taking over the operation in Meghalaya, we realized that meter reading was
done manually. A meter reader would typically visit a premise and note down the
meter reading on a notebook and then go back to the utility office to manually
enter the reading in the utility’s billing engine to print a bill. The reader would then
go back to a consumer’s premise to handover the bill. The process was not only
inefficient but there were possibility of delays, wrong data entry etc. We discerned
that this need to change immediately.

FEDCO’s proprietary Spot billing tool DLEnhance is an Android OS based
application which is linked to Meghalaya’s electricity consumer data base. The
meter reader visiting a consumer premise typically enters the meter reading in a
hand-held device. The device immediately references this entry to the consumers
account and is able to generate a spot-bill which is printed on a portable thermal
printer and handed over to the consumer. Data validations ensure error free billing.
Meter readers also take photos of the displayed reading for quality and validation
purposes, thus making the process entirely verifiable. The system keeps in check
any kind of data manipulation whatsoever.

The hand-held mobile phone/device is also used at the time of collections. The
embedded GPS allows real-time tracing of meter readers and optimizing
operations and resources.

Features of present in the MBC App:
• Immediate generation and printing of bills.
• The collection of dues through non-cash instrument.
• Collection and issuance of money receipts.
• The generation of day-end collection reports.
• Duplicate receipt generation for the benefit of the consumer.
• Generation of a vast array of reports.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Technology the Liberator
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DLOnboard: Paperless New Service Connections
Let’s face it… historically the management of the new connection issuance process has been the
elephant in the room. From a consumer's perspective, a new connection means numerous visits to
the utility office and proverbial red-tape driven delays. From the Utility’s perspective, archaic
manual processes mean loss of revenue as also mismanagement of resource and compromises on
the transparency of the process.

FEDCO’s DLOnboard introduces a paperless and transparent management of this most vital
process. This is done through making the process fully automated. All a Meghalaya consumer has
to do is evince interest in getting connected to the distribution network. This can be done by a
simple call to our Customer Care Center and then the consumer can relax with an assurance that
FEDCO will take care of the rest of the process. Once a request for a new connection is logged in
the system, a field executive gets an automated alert to visit the consumer and initiate the issuance
of a connection. Carrying hand-held android device (mobile or tab) FEDCO’s executive visits the
consumer and captures relevant information, clicks photographs, does on-the-spot scanning and
collection of required documents and completes the assessment of the load requirement.
DLOnboard has a predefine workflow which allows for triggers to various department: stores,
network management, contractor etc. The Consumer is kept informed about the progress of his
application through auto-generated text messages. Typically these messages are application
completion, document verification, demand note generation, meter installation etc.

Last but not least once the connection is initiated the consumer is automatically on-boarded by
relevant information updating in DLEssential - our consumer data base management software, thus
protecting loss of revenue for FEDCO.

Our Meghalaya Consumers stand assured that new connections are now given within a few days of
the application.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Technology the Liberator
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INTEGRATED APPROACH
Technology the Liberator
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DLConnect: Customer Relationship Management
DLConnect is FEDCO’s any-time Customer Care initiative and, as the name suggests, connects consumers
to us at their convenience. As we said earlier, our entire efforts is to make the FEDCO experience a delight
for our consumers in Meghalaya - unparalleled to any other power distribution entity. Our attempt is to
promise best in class services. All a consumer has to do is call us, and then leave the rest to us to manage.
Independent surveys in the past have shown high levels of consumer satisfaction with the dedication and
services of FEDCO.

DLConnect comes with a bottom up design approach to address consumer concerns. It deploys innovative
approaches for managing current and potential consumers in a utility framework. The tool uses data mining
to drive FEDCO's relationships with consumers in Meghalaya. Be it disputes, concerns, complains,
requirements, requests, new customer acquisition - DLConnect addresses it all. Because it is connected to
DLEssential (the central consumer data base), pulling and feeding information to various business entities is
almost instantaneous. Further, DLConnect assimilates data from a number of communication sources
including telephone, email, live chat, social media to name a few. Reduction in turn-around time and quick
redressal ensures high levels of customer satisfaction and delight.



INTEGRATED APPROACH
Operating & Maintaining the Network
The network is the backbone of any electricity distribution entity. That
is where not just the Current but the service and revenue too flows.
Being a utility’s most important asset, this must be retained in good
stead at all times. A network and related services are directly linked to
a consumer's satisfaction levels. A leaky network means losses all
around.

Regularising Network Operations

Our commitment to the people of Meghalaya is to ensure
uninterrupted top quality power. We understand all too well electrical
system failure is due to lack of maintenance. All electrical equipment
require planned, scheduled and proactive maintenance for the
avoidance of breakdowns, ensure safety and the optimization of
operations. This calls for keeping our distribution network in good
upkeep and repair. The challenge for us is the difficult topography
and geographic layout of the territory we operate in. The typical
question that challenges us is not if the failure will occur but when.
Past experience shows equipment failure rates are many times higher
for components not covered by scheduled maintenance programs.

FEDCO’s proactive approach in Meghalaya ensures detailed
preventive maintenance schedules for all our network assets.
Dedicated staff ensure high level of maintenance of poles,
transformers, low/high tension lines, reconnections & disconnections,
tree pruning, yard cleaning etc.

Typical preventive maintenance activities can be summarized as:
• Preventive activities leading to predictive and productive

maintenance to avoid disruptions.
• Analysing system component health to estimate risks associated

with downtime.
• Assess and provide for ready parts and inventory to reduce

turnaround times.
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Fusecall Centres
As stated earlier, for the ease of better administrative control FEDCO has divided the state into manageable
subdivision and section offices. Each of these offices consist of a Fuse call center and cash collection
counters. Our Fuse call centers are responsible for daily operations and maintenance activities in the
Section office areas. These activities consist of power supply failures, 11KV line faults as well consumer
complaints in the given area. The Fuse call center staff are highly trained, and our processes and
technology backbone ensures complaints are logged and monitored till addressal.

Faults at the consumer end are logged through simple calls by our consumers to our any-time Customer
care. Once thus logged, our Fuse call staff rectify faults within defined and monitored time based strict
internal service level agreements.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Operating & Maintaining the Network

21



Transformer Maintenance Activities

Transformers are the key assets in any electricity
distribution network and the maintenance of these is
paramount for FEDCO. Power transformer maintenance
incorporates proactive testing of various parameters such
as polarization index, resistance, insulation, excitation
current, turn ratio, short circuit impedance, oil level
checks, jumper dressing, yard cleaning and maintenance
etc. In its first year of operations in Meghalaya, FEDCO
understood that the assets it had inherited required both
reactive and proactive approaches to maintenance so that
consumers could keep getting a reliable supply of
electricity. FEDCO’s proactive approach has resulted in
transformer wise performance data being collected over
its first year of operations. This trending data is now being
used to make informed decisions about the life and
lifecycle questions pertaining to each asset. Preventive
maintenance invariable leads to productive maintenance
and helps us reduce human errors and also avoid
potential catastrophic failures, accidents and escalating
costs of repair.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Operating & Maintaining the Network
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Consumer Indexing
We discern that consumer Indexing is amongst the most consequential parameters that ensure optimization
of distribution networks. A parallel part of our operations in Meghalaya in our first year consisted of
mapping each consumer to the pole, DT, sub-station, feeder and ultimately the grid. GIS and GPS enabled
technologies provided us with enabling tools for the proper management and analysis of our power
distribution system. Indexing the consumers has helped us plan the availability and reliability of power and
last mile connectivity to our consumers in Meghalaya by helping us distribute the load optimally.

Even before we started our operation we had made sure the indexing of all our HT consumers was done.
This was typically achieved through:

• HT survey: preparation of Single Line Diagrams of sub-station feeders to the consumers premise.

• Route Surveys: this consists of location mapping of sub-stations, power transformers, distribution
transformers, poles, consumer premises along with the distance calculation between them onto a single
map.

• GPS Mapping: this mapping process is used to get accurate positioning of distribution assets in a
distribution network using GPS enabled device called Trimble. The software used in obtaining data
aggregates all the physical attributes distribution assets.

HT Line Network Location of Poles

23

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Operating & Maintaining the Network



Making Everyone Safe
A safe network is everyone's responsibility and it is FEDCO’s
sincere effort to make itself a zero accident organization. It is
seen that electricity distribution organizations are vulnerable to
the risks posed by careless and unsafe operational practices
and culture. We value human life above all, and understand the
charge we carry on our shoulders of ensuring that our
employees, consumers and the public in proximity of our
networks remains safe.

As with other things in FEDCO, we take a three-pronged
approach to safety viz. Processes/Procedures. Training,
Technology and in this case additionally Reiteration.

Our safety efforts are encapsulated in our Safety Manual which
details Standard Safety Procedures (SOPs). These have been
prepared with countless number of man-year experience of our
various domain experts. Our safety guidelines are consistent
with National and International safety framework and we are
certified to ISO 45001_2018 (Occupational Health & Safety
Management System).

Our efforts have always been to translate theory to practical
field experience. This is done through extensive and exhaustive
trainings imparted to our employees in both classroom and
practical on-job settings. Our capacity building on safety is
repeated endlessly to ensure safety gets engrained in each of
our very DNA.

We ensure top class safety equipment and personal protective
gear is available and used by employees as appropriate.

Our safety efforts can be summarized as but not limited to:
• A safety policy framework to reflect our approach to safety
• Intensive continual safety trainings to our staff
• Insistence on Personal Protective Gear
• Shutdowns while networks undergo maintenance activities
• Availability of proper tools and equipment for field staff
• Ensuring that safety becomes a habit
• Most importantly avoiding shortcuts

INTEGRATED APPROACH
Occupational Safety
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FY 2019-20
PERFORMANCE

25

NSC Turnaround Time
From the perspective of our consumers the feather in our cap is the drastically
lowered turnout time for for serving a new connection. Our at-your-doorstep,
paperless, transparent, mobile technology based solution had seen a drastic 66%
reduction in the service time from an earlier average of about 30 days to about 10-12
days now. To the delight of the consumer the process is hassle free with the
machinery of FEDCO coming into motion by just a call from the customer - all from the
comfort of her/his premise. Not only has the consumer benefited but the onboarding
process has ensured the capture of the Customer rapidly into our billing cycle.
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Aggregate Technical &
Commercial (AT&C)
As is evident from this AT&C Loss Trend
Graph the losses for all our subdivisions
have been reduced against what was
originally targeted. Nongalbibra continues to
elude us but we are determined that this
location will show positive results with our
continued efforts and thrust. When the base
year data is compared it is observed that we
have been able to achieve a significant
AT&C drop of 21%.

Realization Per Unit (RPU)
The RPU for all the subdivisions has
increased by 133%. Since FEDCO took over
operations there is evidence of a health
upward trend in the RPU. One can conclude
that our professional approach to
management has bettered both the
operational and commercial aspect of
electricity distribution in Meghalaya.

Commercial Parameters
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Complaint Closure Trend

A word about our Customer Care Center
It is pertinent to bring to notice the evolution and the success of our Customer Care Center in Meghalaya.
Today our Customer Care staff handle 700 complaints and service request each month with a 80% timely
closure success rate. As our footprint in Meghalaya gets further established and grows this trend is sure to
increase in both the number of request as also successful and satisfactory closure.

FY 2019-20 PERFORMANCE
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FEEDER OUTAGE March'20 February'20 January'20

NAME OF
FEEDER FREQUENCY OUTAGE TIME FREQUENCY OUTAGE TIME FREQUENCY OUTAGE TIME

Bazar 15 32:38:00 4 2:13:00 12 7:24:00

Chibinang 68 26:27:00 6 15:09:00 21 12:38:00

Bhaitbari 72 37:39:00 12 11:37:00 27 19:40:00

Gining Mill 2 1:43:00 0 0:00:00 6 6:17:00

Tikrikilla 14 2:38:00 4 4:18:00 8 11:30:00

Dadenggre 4 5:42:00 2 0:50:00 4 2:56:00

Total 175 106:47:00 28 34:07:00 78 60:25:00

Feeder Outage
We record feeder interruptions closely and monitor these on a daily basis. This close
watch helps us in understanding allotment of and distribution of electricity across a set
of various parameters and further assists us in enhancing customer experience through
assessment of the data to better system reliability and performance. The attached table
is illustrative of how this is done in our Phulbari subdivision.

FY 2019-20 PERFORMANCE
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Feedback Energy Distribution Company Limited

Regional Office
Qtr No. V/2C, Lumjingshai Colony, MePDCL Compound

Lumjingshai, Short Round Road
Shillong 793001, Meghalaya

+91-7735504601, +91-8737899955
contact@fedco.co.in

Head Office: Infocity Area, Bhubaneswar
Research & Development Center: Janakpuri, New Delhi

Feedback Group Head Office: Cybercity, Gurgaon


